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A Comparison Of Predictive Ytics
By: Eric Siegel, Predictive Analytics World This article is sponsored by IBM. SUMMARY: Organizations often miss the greatest opportunities that machine learning has to offer because tapping them ...

Real-Time Machine Learning: Why It’s Vital and How to Do It
Underperforming vehicles are even more of a drag to a fleet's bottom line than downtime, contends this author. What can you do about it?

5 Ways to Improve Vehicle Underperformance
Informa Pharma Intelligence has introduced an artificial intelligence (AI)-based platform called Citeline Study Feasibility to expedite clinical trial decisions and timelines. Designed to provide ...

Informa Pharma introduces AI platform to enhance trial timelines
The core idea behind Markets Pro, Cointelegraph’s crypto intelligence platform powered by data analytics firm The TIE, is to equalize the information asymmetries that permeate cryptocurrency markets.

A RUNE with a view: How smart crypto traders caught a 48% price pump
How the cloud is transforming asset management and maintenance Asset health technologies have transformed the reliability of mining equipment over the past generation. By tapping into the equipment’s ...

The future of asset health is in the cloud
With a data discovery mindset and data discovery tools, businesses can maximize their BI data to compare themselves against competitors and setting goals. Predictive analytics give companies valuable ...

What is Data Discovery?
MLCommons, an open engineering consortium, launched a new benchmark, MLPerf™ Tiny Inference, to measure how quickly a trained neural network ca ...

MLCommons™ Releases MLPerf™ Tiny Inference Benchmark
Moody's Analytics will be providing data and cash flow analytics for commercial mortgage-backed securities for the Citi Velocity Platform. The collaboration gives all Citi Velocity users access to “up ...

Moody's Analytics To Supply CMBS Cash Flow Data To Citi
AI is being introduced at every stage of the hiring pipeline, with more than 55% of U.S. human resources managers using predictive algorithms to help them make recruitment choices ...

AI is taking over job hiring, but can it be racist?
One way to find out is to compare sales numbers and look for trends in the ... Using Workforce’s powerful predictive analytics tools can help you anticipate staffing needs before they arise. 2. Start ...

Prepare for the worst: A staff coverage checklist
Palantir can use large datasets from governments to perfect its predictive analytics business and gain ... But, when you compare Palantir to firms that also grow revenues at 30-40% annually ...

Buy Palantir Before It Breaks Out
To take it a step further, digital twins incorporate multi-physics simulation, data analytics, and machine learning ... a process simulation in real-time during production for predictive control ...

How to Build A Better Digital Twin and Create a Simulated World
Organizations can harness the power of HPC applications accelerated by NVIDIA GPUs to process a constant stream of weather data—including rainfall, temperature, atmospheric pressure, and sea ...

Enhancing Climate Monitoring & Research with the Right Solutions for Data Analytics
Sports analytics refers to using analysis and predictive information to assess ... team managers determine their success in the game. In comparison, the data created from the previous games ...

Sports Analytics Market | Latest Innovation, Advance Technology, Top Companies
Predictive analytics, natural language processing that ... Also, it allows brokers to compare historical and real-time pricing information to bid and negotiate on requests for proposals, and ...

For Freight Brokers, Managing Data Key as Volume Grows, Experts Say
The global Medical Imaging Workstations market size is expected to be worth around US$ 7.6 billion by 2028, according to a new report by Vision Research Reports. The global Medical Imaging ...
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